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Underneath the students 
name, find the tab that is 
titled Academic Plan (left of 
“More”) and select it. 



This area will not have suggested courses

You can see where the major is listed underneath My Planner. This student is in the Marketing 
BAB program. You will see the plan off to the left and what is completed off to the right of it. 
Now you’ll notice that on the top the ribbon is blue and it says you are viewing the plan. In order 
to make changes you need to be in editing mode. You can find the button on the top right. 



Because the student is declared (and 
the program has an outline), you can 
click Quick Planner to see the 
remaining requirements. 



Make sure you have the correct quarters selected and then click Preview Template.



You can adjust for student’s plan to go part time or full time and even the quarters once again. 
After verifying everything. Click the blue button. 





You’ll need to add the term. 



You will then see the selected quarter and then a 
space to drag and drop your intended courses. 



If you see the Caution icon when adding a course to a quarter, check the message to verify the prereqs
have been complete. This icon does not indicate there is a problem, it is just a prompt for you. 



This is the window provided 
when clicking the caution 
icon. 



You can flag a course and leave a comment for the student. This can come in handy if you know that a class will 
only be offered once a year.



In order to share your suggestions 
with the student, you’ll need to make 
sure that the share is switch is 
moved to on. 



This will show you what the 
student sees on their end



By clicking the 3 bars next to a class, you can pull up a menu and 
even suggest taking a course in a different quarter. 



If you make any changes to student’s schedule, it will provide you a list of changes and a text box to 
include any information you wish to include. 



Clicking the three bars next to a quarter 
provides options such as locking all courses 
to the planning stage or even removing the 
quarter altogether. 


